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Rack mounting

Demountable top

Cable protective frame accessories

Front cover in serveral 
colors avalible

Mounting grip

Many I/O covers available
Several sides cover available

The new Core Pro RM Series is specially designed for those who 
want to challenge the boundaries with style. The products in the 
series have a simple but highly flexible design. These products 
are optimized to deliver maximum performance within the 
smallest possible form factor. In short, a chassis design for true 
professionals.

Core Pro RM is compact and performance-optimized 19” rack compliant 
modules.

The modular design of the Core Pro RM series 
enables unique and custom configurations. This 
gives the possibility of very high performance 
in relation to the form factor. Due to its short 
installation depth of only 335mm (425mm 
incl. cable protective frame), it is optimized 
for applications in industrial and data center 
environments.

The modular design makes the products 
dynamic and easy to customize, even in smaller 
quantities. This means that the Core Pro RM 
series is an excellent choice for, among other 
things, measuring, process or safety technical 
equipment.

With supported compatibility for 
your next technology 



Cover

Air filterFan holder

Fans

X1 X2 X3

Thermal Management
Smart and active air-flow design in high performance systems with up to 
X3 fan boost

Managing waste heat in fan-less to high-performance components or 
systems

Advanced thermal solutions, include high-
performance heat pipes, passive heat, and active 
pumped liquid cooling technologies is available 
with the support of our expertise.
 
Our specialist is available to support your project 
even with small quantities or prototypes.  

Core Pro Fan Boost add-on is used to optimize 
component cooling to preserve long-life system 
environments. In arrangement with challenging 
thermic elements or in crucial infrastructures 
Core Pro Fan Boost add-on is used as a 
redundant cooling unit to ensure and sustain a 
healthy climate. 

Exploded assembly of X3 Fan Boost

Fan Boost x1 Art no. TQ-CORE-(1U-4U)-FBX1  
Fan Boost x2 Art no. TQ-CORE-(1U-4U)-FBX2   
Fan Boost x3 Art no. TQ-CORE-(1U-4U)-FBX3

Core Pro Fan Boost add-on unit have a reliable design, 
it´s easy to access and easy maintain. All spare parts 
have an long-lasting world wide availability. 



Styling and avalible customization
Front panels

White Sky Blue

Light TurquoiseNatural Gray

Black Custom styling

Stylish white glossy color Stylish light blue glossy color

Modern glossy turquoise colorStylish gray glossy color

Black, dark gray color Printed high-gloss UV, coating



Line-up 
Types, sizes and dimenssions

Core Pro RM 1U
The modular design concept of the 19” rackmount 
Core Pro RM 1U allows building a large variety of 
customized versions. Changes in the mechanical 
structure and various hardware options are 
available even in small quantities to fit all 
technologies.

Avalible versions:
Standard (Art no. TQ-CORE-1U-IPC1)
Fan-less (Art no.Art no. TQ-CORE-1U-FL1)
Military Server (MIL-STD-810) 
Art no. TQ-CORE-1U-STD810

Core Pro RM 3U
The modular design concept of the 19” rackmount 
Core Pro RM 3U allows building a large variety of 
customized versions. Changes in the mechanical 
structure and various hardware options are 
available even in small quantities to fit all 
technologies.

Avalible versions:
Standard (Art no. TQ-CORE-3U-IPC1)
Fan-less (Art no.Art no. TQ-CORE-3U-FL1)
Military Server (MIL-STD-810) 
Art no. TQ-CORE-3U-STD810

Core Pro RM IPC 2U
The modular design concept of the 19” rackmount 
Core Pro RM 2U allows building a large variety of 
customized versions. Changes in the mechanical 
structure and various hardware options are 
available even in small quantities to fit all 
technologies.

Avalible versions:
Standard (Art no. TQ-CORE-2U-IPC1)
Fan-less (Art no.Art no. TQ-CORE-2U-FL1)
Military Server (MIL-STD-810) 
Art no. TQ-CORE-2U-STD810

Core Pro RM 4U
The modular design concept of the 19” rackmount 
Core Pro RM 4U allows building a large variety of 
customized versions. Changes in the mechanical 
structure and various hardware options are 
available even in small quantities to fit all 
technologies.

Avalible versions:
Standard (Art no. TQ-CORE-4U-IPC1)
Fan-less (Art no.Art no. TQ-CORE-4U-FL1)
Military Server (MIL-STD-810) 
Art no. TQ-CORE-4U-STD810
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TECKNIQ™ develops and manufactures 
products with a distinct Scandinavian 
design. By putting quality and attention to 
detail at the forefront is what has ultimately 
paved the way for our success.

Designing simplicity, adding confidence, providing reliance
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